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1. Introduction
A recent result of Jones and Makarov [JM] states that the Hausdorff dimension
(or the Minkowski dimension) of the boundary of the image of the disk under
a uniformly α-Hölder continuous univalent function does not exceed 2− Cα,
where C is a universal constant. Moreover, they show that this statement is
sharp in the sense that there exist constantsC for which this estimate fails even
for small α. The Ḧolder continuity of a univalent function is equivalent to an
appropriate logarithmic growth condition on the hyperbolic metric of the image
domain as was shown by Becker and Pommerenke [BP]. The hyperbolic metric
is comparable to the quasihyperbolic metric (see Section 5 for the definition) in a
simply connected plane domain by the Koebe distortion theorem, and hence the
result of Jones and Makarov can be interpreted as a sharp dimension estimate for
boundaries of simply connected plane domains that satisfy a logarithmic growth
condition on their quasihyperbolic metric. This growth condition can be defined
for any bounded domain in the Euclidean spaceRd. Smith and Stegenga [SS1]
produced an estimate for the dimension in such a general situation by modifying
the ideas of Jones and Makarov. However, their estimate is weaker than the
result of Jones and Makarov when applied to the case of a simply connected
plane domain.
The main purpose of this paper is to establish sharp dimension estimates for
sets satisfying a certain porosity condition. Roughly speaking we require that
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each point of a setE can be approached through the complement ofE by a
sequence of balls with radii comparable to the distance to this point, together
with an estimate for the “density” of this sequence. See Section 2 for the actual
definition. It is well known and easy to establish that if the balls in such a
sequence appear in all scales, then a bound on the Hausdorff (or Minkowski)
dimension forE follows. A growth condition on the hyperbolic metric of the
complement ofE does not guarantee that one could find these balls in all scales
and hence the situation is more complicated. Our definition for porosity tackles
this problem; we assume that the balls are evenly distributed in an averaged
sense which then allows us to apply our estimates to the situations considered
by Jones and Makarov, and Smith and Stegenga. As a special case of our results
we recover the estimate of Jones and Makarov. Our notion of porosity and the
results of this paper have very recently found applications in complex dynamics,
see [PR].
The paper is organized as follows. We introduce the porosity condition in
Section 2 and prove there the basic dimension estimate. Section 3 contains ap-
plications to the boundary behavior of conformal and quasiconformal mappings.
In Section 4 we prove a result related to a theorem of Gerasch. Section 5 contains
a geometric application and is independent from Sections 3 and 4.
We would like to thank the referee for his comments.
2. Mean porous sets
We recall that theMinkowski dimensionof a setE ⊂ Rd is defined by
dimM (E) ≡ inf{δ : lim sup
r→0
Mδ(E, r ) <∞} ,
where, for 0< δ and 0< r , Mδ(E, r ) ≡ inf{krδ : F ⊂
⋃k
1 B(xi , r )}. It follows
that the Minkowski dimension ofE is greater or equal to the usual Hausdorff
dimension dimH (E) of E, with equality for sufficiently regular setsE.
Recall that a setE ⊂ Rd is said to be porous if there is a constantc so that for
eachx ∈ E and all r > 0 the ballB(x, r ) contains a pointy with d(y,E) ≥ cr .
Here and in the sequeld(y,E) denotes the distance ofy to E. It is well known
that
dimM (E) ≤ d − Ccd
for each bounded porous setE, wherec is the constant associated withE andC
depends only ond. For this see e.g. [MV],[T]. This bound for the dimension of
E in terms ofc is sharp, see the discussion following the proof of Theorem 2.1
below. Porous sets have also been calledK -sets, see [Br] and references therein.
For a survey on various porosity conditions in the one dimensional situation see
[Za].
We introduce the concept of mean porosity and produce estimates for the
dimension of sets that are mean porous. It is easy to see that setsE whose points
can be approached by a twisted cone from the complement ofE are mean porous.
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Moreover, in Section 5, we show that the boundary of a domain that satisfies a
logarithmic growth condition on its quasihyperbolic metric is mean porous.
Let E ⊂ Rd be a bounded set and 0< ε, c ≤ 1. Denote byAn(x) the annulus
An(x) = {y ∈ Rd : (1 + ε)−n < |x − y| < (1 + ε)−n+1} and set
χn(x) =
{
1 if An(x) containsy with d(y,E) > cε|x − y|
0 otherwise .












for eachx ∈ E and alln ≥ n0.








for eachx ∈ E.
Note that our definitions of mean porosity involve the two parametersc and
ε rather than just one. A more precise notation would besn(x; E, ε, c), which we
shall use only in Proposition 3.1 in Section 3. Similarly, the dimension of mean
porous sets depends on both parameters, as described in Theorem 2.1 below.
However, in the applications we have in mind the parameterc will be kept away
from 0 and plays a technical role only. Therefore our notation supresses this
dependence.
It is easy to see thatE is meanε-porous if E is. Also notice that a mean
porous set has empty interior. Porous sets are mean porous with appropriate
parameters: IfE is c1− porous, thenE is mean porous with parametersε = 1/2
andc = Cc1. On the other hand, it is not hard to give examples of mean porous
sets that fail to be porous.
The main result of this section is the following theorem.
Theorem 2.1. If E ⊂ Rd is bounded and meanε-porous, then
(2.2) dimM (E) ≤ d − Cεd−1.
If E is weakly meanε-porous, the same estimate holds for Hausdorff-dimension
instead of Minkowski dimension. The constant C depends on d and c only and
satisfies
C ≥ C(d)cd.
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Remarks.These estimates are sharp in the sense that the exponents are best
possible, as we shall show by an example following the proof of the theorem.
The use of the Marcinkiewicz integrals as in [JM] would easily give (2.2) with
d − 1 replaced by any exponentα > d − 1 but C replaced byCα. Our proof
of (2.2) does not use Marcinkiewicz integrals directly, but follows arguments
of Zygmund [Zy]. If E is c− porous, we reobtain (settingε = 1/2) the sharp
bound dimM (E) ≤ d − Ccd mentioned earlier. The constant 1/2 in (2.1) could
be replaced by any other positive number less than 1. Only the constantC in
Theorem 2.1 would be affected by this third parameter.
For the proof of Theorem 2.1 we record a well known consequence (see e.g.
[Bo]) of the Hardy-Littlewood maximal theorem:
















for all k ≥ 1, where C1 = C1(d).
Here and in what follows,cB andB/p denote balls with the same center as
B but of radiic and 1/p times that ofB. For the convenience of the reader let us
briefly sketch the proof of Lemma 2.2. First of all, the casek = 1 is immediate.
Using duality it thus suffices to verify that∫
Rd







wheneverψ ∈ C∞0 (Rd), up, u are the two sums from the claim, andk > 1. This is
accomplished by replacingψ by its maximal function and using the boundedness
of the maximal operator onLk/(k−1)(Rd); the constantC1k/pd then arises from
the norm of the maximal operator and from volume comparison betweenB a d
B/p when we introduce the maximal function.
Proof of Theorem 2.1.We can assume thatE is a compact set contained in the
unit cubeQ0 and thatn0 = 1 (otherwise decomposeE into finitely many setsEj
such that some translate ofEj has the above properties). Throughout the proof,
E + t denotes thet− neighborhood ofE and |E + t | is the Lebesgue measure of
E + t .
First we shall construct a familyB of pairwise disjoint open ballsB ⊂ E +1








wherec0, c1 depend ond only.
Let W be a Whitney decomposition of 2Q0\E. We refer the reader to [S] for
the construction and basic properties of such a decomposition; the important fact
is that W consists of pairwise disjoint cubes whose diameters are comparable
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to distance to the boundary of 2Q0 \E. For every cubeQ ∈ W we consider its
Whitney decomposition into cubesQl = Ql (Q), l = 1, 2, 3, · · · . Denote the largest
ball contained inQl by Bl = Bl (Q). Let B = {Bl (Q) : Q ∈ W , l = 1, 2, ...} be
the collection of all these balls.
Let j be a positive integer andx ∈ E+2−j . Choosex′ ∈ E with |x−x′| < 2−j
and consider an indexk with χk(x′) = 1. Thus the annulusAk(x′) contains a point




andAk is not entirely contained inQ becausex′ ∈ E. Pick a cubeQl ⊂ Ak(x′)
of maximal diameter from the Whitney decomposition ofQ and letBl be the
ball associated withQl . ThenBl ⊂ Ak(x′), and
(2.4) diam(Bl ) ≥ c2cε(1 + ε)−k ,
wherec2 depends only ond. If (1 + ε)−k > 2−j we concludex ∈ c0/(cε)Bl with
c0 = c0(d). But (1+ε)−k > 2−j providedk < jε log 2, as log(1+ε) ≤ ε for 0 < ε.
Hence (2.3) follows from (2.1) and (2.4). The construction of the familyB is
complete.
We definep = cε and claim that
|E + 2−j | ≤ c3|E + 1|2−c4jcpd−1
for all j ≥ 0 with constantsc3, c4 depending ond only. As in [MV], this
inequality easily implies (2.2) (use the Besicovitch covering theorem [Zi][1.3.5])
as well as the desired estimate forC .
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Using Lemma 2.2 we obtain∫
E+2−j






















As the last series converges forγ < 1/(C1e) we have proven (2.5) and therefore
(2.2) follows.
To finish the proof of Theorem 2.1, note that weakly meanε− porous sets
are countable unions of bounded meanε− porous sets. Thus
dimH (E) ≤ d − Cεd−1
follows from (2.2).
An example.We shall give an example showing the sharpness of Theorem 2.1.
Roughly speaking, we construct a set by removing anε- eighborhood of the
coordinate axes in the unit cube and by repeating this process on all dyadic sub-
cubes. To apply the estimate [McM][Proposition 2.2] of the Hausdorff dimension
of Cantor-like sets, finite collectionsEk of closed sets inRd will be constructed,
having the basic properties
(a) for distinct elementsF1, F2 of Ek , |F1 ∩ F2| = 0 (again|.| denotes Lebesgue
measure inRd),
(b) everyF ∈ Ek+1 is contained in someF ′ ∈ Ek ,
(c) everyF ∈ Ek contains at least one element ofEk+1.




F∈Ek F : If
0 < δ < 1 is such that diam(F ) ≤ cδk for all F ∈ Ek and if ∆ is a lower bound
for the density ofEk+1 in Ek , i.e. |
⋃
F∈Ek+1 F ∩F ′| ≥ ∆|F ′| for all F ′ ∈ Ek , then
(2.6) dimH (E) ≥ d − | log∆|/| logδ|
by [McM][Proposition 2.2]. In our situation, the elements ofEk will not neces-
sarily be disjoint as required in [McM], but the assumption (a) is enough for the
proof of (2.6).
Let ε be of the formε = 2−n for some integern > 2. Let Q0 ⊂ Rd be the
cube
Q0 = {(x1, ..., xd) : −1≤ xj ≤ 1}
and define a set̂Q0 ⊂ Q0 by removing theε−neighborhood (in the sup-norm)
of the coordinate axes fromQ0. Thus
Q̂0 = {(x1, ..., xd) ∈ Q0 : |xj | ≥ ε for at least two indexesj }.
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E0 consists ofQ̂0 alone. To obtainEk from Ek−1, subdivideQ0 into 2dk dyadic
cubesQjk of sidelength 2
−k+1 in the natural way. Define subsetŝQjk ⊂ Qjk by
taking a similarityT : Q0 → Qjk and settingQ̂jk = T(Q̂0). Then
Ek = {F ∩ Q̂jk : F ∈ Ek−1, j = 1, ..., 2dk}.
Thus for everyF ∈ Ek , F /= ∅, there is a cubeQk containingF , and every cube
Qk contains at most one element ofEk . Thus (a) and (b) are satisfied. It is not
hard to see that every (nonempty)F ∈ Ek contains a dyadic cubeQjk+3. Not only
does this imply (c), but it also yields an estimate of∆ : As |Q0\ Q̂0| ≤ dεd−12d,
we have|⋃F∈Ek+1 F ∩ F ′| ≥ |F ′| − 2−dk+ddεd−1 ≥ (1− d23dεd−1)|F ′| for all
F ′ ∈ Ek . With ∆ = 1− d23dεd−1 andδ = 1/2, dimH (E) ≥ d − cdεd−1 follows
from (2.6). Notice thatE is meanε- porous: For everyd there is a constantrd
so that every (d − 1)- sphere inRd of radius at leastrd contains a point with all
but at most one coordinate being an integer. Thus, choosing the constantc small
enough (but independent ofε) we can achievesn(x,E, ε, c) = n for all x ∈ E
and alln. This finishes the proof of the theorem.
The same construction can be used to produce porous setsE of Hausdorff
dimension at leastd − Ccd as described in the beginning of this section. The
only modification is in the definition of̂Q0. Instead of removing a neighborhood
of the axis fromQ0, one removes only theε- neighborhood of the origin. We
leave the details to the reader.
Let us next give a simple but instructive application of Theorem 2.1. We say
that a domainD is a c-John domain if there is a distinguished pointx0 such that
for anyx ∈ D we can find a curveγ : [0, l ] → D , parametrized by arclength and
with γ(0) = x, γ(l ) = x0, andd(γ(t), ∂D) ≥ 1c t for each 0≤ t ≤ l . For example,
the usual snowflake domain is ac-John domain with somec. It is immediate
that everyc-John domain is meanc−1- porous. Hence we obtain the following
corollary to Theorem 2.1.
Corollary 2.3. Let D ⊂ Rd be a c-John domain. Then
dimM (∂D) ≤ d − Cc1−d,
where C depends only on d.
The observation that the dimension of the boundary of ac-John domain is
bounded away fromd is not new. However, the estimates given in [MV, SS1, T]
seem to be no better thand−Cc−d. This weaker estimate is obtained by viewing
the boundary of ak- John domain as a (mean)ε- porous set, taking the constant
c of our definition of mean porosity proportional to 1/k and settingε = 1. Then
(2.2) together with the estimate ofC in Theorem 2.2 yields the weaker bound.
We see that we gain in the exponent because we did not consider dyadic annuli,
counting only “one hole” in each annulus, but subdivided the dyadic annuli, thus
recognizing “more holes”.
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3. Hölder continuity
The connection between Hölder continuity and the concept of mean porosity
considered in Section 2 comes from the following observation.
Proposition 3.1. Let f : Bd → G ⊂ Rd be a K− quasiconformal map, nor-
malized by d(f (0), ∂f (Bd)) = 1. If w ∈ Sd−1 , 0 < ε < 1 and a > 0 are such
that
|f (tw)− f (w)| ≤ a(1− t)ε
for all 0≤ t < 1, then
sn(f (w); ∂f (B
d), ε, c) ≥ 3
4
n − c′.
The number c depends on K and d only, and c′ epends on K, d, ε and a.
This estimate immediately shows that the boundary of the quasiconformal
image of Bd is meanε− porous, provided the quasiconformal map is Hölder
continuous with exponentε.
By combining Proposition 3.1 with Theorem 2.1 we arrive at the following
corollary that extends the analogous result of Jones and Makarov [JM] for the
case of conformal mappings of the disk in the plane.
Corollary 3.2. Let f : Bd → G ⊂ Rd be K− quasiconformal and suppose
|f (x)− f (x′)| ≤ M |x − x′|ε
for all x , x′ ∈ Bd. Then
dimM (∂G) ≤ d − c(d,K )εd−1.
Let us point out that the constantc(d,K ) in Corollary 3.2 really depends on
K . Indeed, for each 1/2 < ε < 1 there is a quasiconformal mappingf of the
plane that satisfies the above Hölder condition with exponentε and maps the
unit circle onto a snowflake curve whose Hausdorff dimension equals 1/ε. For
the existence of such a mapping see e.g. [K2].
We postpone the proof of Proposition 3.1 and continue with further appli-
cations. Notice that bounded quasiconformal maps always satisfy the Hölder
continuity estimate of Proposition 3.1 on many radii:
Proposition 3.3. Let f be a bounded quasiconformal map of Bd. Fix 0 < λ ≤
d − 1. Then for Hλ-almost everyw ∈ Sd−1 the radial limit f (w) exists and
|f (w)− f (tw)| ≤ Mw(1− t)λ/d.
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Here Hλ stands forλ- dimensional Hausdorff measure. Proposition 3.3 can
be found in [K1]. For the convenience of the reader we sketch a simple proof
below directly after the proof of Proposition 3.1.
If B ⊂ Sd−1 denotes the set of points where we have the (radial) Hö der con-
tinuity estimate of Proposition 3.1 with exponentα > 0 andA is the complement,
then Proposition 3.3 says dimH A ≤ dα, whereas Proposition 3.1 implies that
f (B) is weakly meanα-porous. Thus Theorem 2.1 yields the following corollary
that gives a quantitative version of the main theorem in the paper [K1] of the first
author and that extends Theorem B.2 in the paper [JM] by Jones and Makarov.
Corollary 3.4. For every d≥ 2 and K ≥ 1 there is a constant c(d,K ) > 0 such
that the following holds: If f: Bd → Rd is K− quasiconformal, then for every
0 < α < d − 1 there is a partition Sd−1 = A∪ B with
dimH A≤ α and
dimH f (B) ≤ d − cαd−1.
Proof of Proposition 3.1.Fix 0 < c < 1, to be determined later. Consider an index
j < n with χj (f (w)) = 0. Thusd(y, ∂G) ≤ cε(1 + ε)−j +1 for all y ∈ Aj (f (w)).
The curveγ = f ([0, w]) intersects the two boundary components ofAj (f (w)) in
two pointsa = f (taw) and b = f (tbw), say. Thus the quasihyperbolic distance
kG(a, b) of a and b in G is at least 1/c(1 + ε); see Section 5 for the definition
and some properties of the quasihyperbolic distance. As quasiconformal maps
are quasi-isometries for large distances in the quasihyperbolic metrics (see [GO,
p. 62]), the quasihyperbolic distancekBd (taw, tbw) is bounded from below by
C/c providedc is small enough. HereC depends onK andd.
Consider the largestt < 1 with




1− t = kBd (0, tw) ≥
∑




where the summation is over allj with χj (f (w)) = 0. On the other hand,











(n − sn)− a′,
and the proposition follows by choosingc small enough.
Proof of Proposition 3.3.For j = 1, 2, 3 · · · , define





Jf (x)dx ≥ j−1}.
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Jf (x)dx ≥ 1/(2j ).
By the Besicovitch covering theorem [Zi, 1.3.5] we find a sequence (wi ) (possibly
finite) so that
Ej ⊂ ∪B(wi , ri )
and for eachx ∑
i
χB(wi ,ri )(x) ≤ C ,
whereC depends only ond. Thus∑
i













Letting δ go to zero, we conclude thatHλ(Ej )=0, as desired.
Let noww ∈ Sd−1 be such that∫
B(w,r )∩Bd
Jf (x)dx ≤ r λ
for all sufficiently smallr ; this is then true forHλ-almost everyw. Write Bt =
B(tw, (1 − t)/2), 0 < t < 1. Then by quasiconformality off and the above
estimate we conclude for allt sufficiently close to 1 that
diam(fBt )
d ≤ C |fBt | ≤ C
∫
Bt
Jf (x)dx ≤ C(32(1− t))
λ.
Thus the oscillation of in Bt is at most a constant times diam(Bt )λ/d. Using a
chain of ballsBt for which 1− t decreases in a geometric fashion, we conclude
that f has a radial limitf (w) and for some constantM
|f (w)− f (tw)| ≤ M (1− t)λ/d.
4. Around a theorem of Gerasch
A theorem of Gerasch [G] says that
(4.1) lim sup
x→w
d(f (x), ∂f (B2))
|f (x)− f (w)| = 1
for almost everyw ∈ S1 and every conformal mapf of the unit disk. It has been
shown by Martio and N̈akki [MN] that the same result holds for quasiconformal
maps in plane and space; in higher dimensions one naturally replacesS1 by Sn−1
andB2 by Bn. The next result is an extension fromn − 1 dimensional measure
to Hausdorff measure.
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Theorem 4.1. Let f be a K−quasiconformal map of Bd, and suppose0 < q < 1.
Then for Hλ-almost everyw ∈ Sd−1 the radial limit f (w) exists and
lim sup
x→w
d(f (x), ∂f (Bd))
|f (x)− f (w)| ≥ q.
The estimates
λ ≤ λ(K , d, q) < d − 1
and
λ(K , d, q) → 0 as q→ 0
hold, the latter for all fixed K and d.
Remark.The proof will show that
λ ≤ c(d,K )
log(1/q)
for small q, and this is the best possible bound that our method of proof allows,
except for the constants. Propositions 3.1 and 3.3 yield much better estimates for
small q, namelyλ ≤ c(d,K )q. On the other hand, they do not yield nontrivial
bounds forq near 1. The reason is that radial Hölder continuity of exponentα
is only known to imply
lim sup
x→w
d(f (x), ∂f (Bd))
|f (x)− f (w)| ≥ α/2
in the conformal case, see [NP, p. 178]. Allowing unrestricted approach in The-
orem 4.1 is what makes our proof work. It has been asked by C. Bishop [Bi]
whether Gerasch’s theorem holds with radial instead of unrestricted approach.
The next result would already follow from Propositions 3.1 and 3.3.
Corollary 4.2. Let f be a K−quasiconformal map of Bd. Let A⊂ ∂f (Bd) consist
of those points x that cannot be approached by a sequence of balls contained in
f (Bd) whose radii are comparable to their distance to x. Thendim f −1(A) = 0.
This is in particular true for the set of density points of Lebesgue d-measure of
∂(f (Bd)).
Notice that the theorem of Gerasch implies the result of Øksendal [Ø1, Ø2]
on the support of harmonic measure in simply connected domains. Heinonen and
Martio [HM] were first to prove that Øksendal’s result holds for quasiconformal
mappings of the disk, i.e., for each quasiconformal mappingf of the disk there
exists a setE of full length on the boundaryT of the disk with the area of
f (T \E) being zero. Their proof was based on estimates for the elliptic equation
associated withf . There are by now several different proofs for this fact in any
dimension, see the papers [H] by Hajl/asz, [K1] by Koskela, and [MM] by Maly
and Martio. Theorem 4.1 and Corollary 4.2 provide us with an argument that
adds to this list.
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The remainder of this section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 4.1. The
proof rests on an estimate for modulus of curve families that we state as Proposi-
tion 4.3. This estimate could be tracked down in the literature with some work by
going through estimates for various capacities. We give a complete and simple
proof below for the convenience of the reader.
Proposition 4.3. Let u be a non-negative Borel function in Bd such that for a set
E ⊂ Sd−1 ∫
γ
uds≥ 1
for each rectifiable curveγ joining E to B(0, 1/2) in Bd. Then for eachα > 0∫
Bd
uddx ≥ cdαd−1H∞α (E).




i : E ⊂
⋃
i B(xi , ri )} is the usual Hausdorff content of
E.
Proof. Fix α > 0. To simplify our notation we assume thatu is extended as zero
to Rd \Bd. Fix y ∈ E and let 0< r < R < 1. Then for eachw ∈ Sd−1 we have
by the Ḧolder inequality∫ R
r
u(y + tw)dt =
∫ R
r








Set rj = 1j p , p to be determined later. Forj = 1, 2, ... write Aj (y) = B(y, rj ) \
B(y, rj +1) and setIj (w) = (
∫ R
r u(y + tw)dt)
d, where R = rj , r = rj +1. Then
integration of the above inequality with respect tow overSd−1 (and using log(1+
x) ≤ x) gives ∫
Sd−1





Suppose now that for eachj∫
Aj (y)




where the dimensional constantcd will be chosen later. WriteBadj (s) = {w ∈
Sd−1 : Ij (w) ≥ s}. Then
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This can be made arbitrarily small by first choosingp such thatpα = d + 3 and
then choosingcd appropriately (after choosingc′d later).
For eachw ∈ Sd−1 not in ∪j Badj (c′dj−2d) we have∫ 1
0











which is < 1 if c′d is chosen small enough. By the argument in the previous
paragraph, there is somew outside the bad set such that the segment of length 1
in w direction fromy intersectsB(0, 1/2). We conclude that there is an indexj
such that ∫
Aj (y)




By the Besicovitch covering theorem we may then coverE with balls
B(yj , rnj ) of the above type and so that only a bounded number (depending











Proof of Theorem 4.1.It is more convenient to work with the half spaceRd+ =
Rd−1 × R+ instead of the ballBd. Given aK−quasiconformal mapf : Rd+ →
G ⊂ Rd and 0< q < 1, let E ⊂ Rd−1 = ∂Rd+ be the set of those pointsy for
which f (y, 0) exists as a radial limit (which happensHλ-a.e. for everyλ > 0,
see for instance [Zo]) and furthermore
lim sup
(x,t)→(y,0)
d(f (x, t), ∂G)
|f (x, t)− f (y, 0)| < q





E ⊂ ⋃i Qi }, where theQi are dyadic cubes of sidelengthli . Since 1/cH∞λ ≤
hλ ≤ cH∞λ it is clear thathλ(E) = 0 if and only if Hλ(E) = 0.
Consider
En = {y ∈ Rd−1 : d(f (x, t), ∂G)|f (x, t)− f (y, 0)| < q for all x ∈ R
d−1 and 0< t < 1/n}.
If there isc < 1 such that
(4.2) hλ(En ∩Q) ≤ clλ
for all (dyadic) cubesQ ⊂ Rd−1 of sidelengthl < 1/n, then hλ(En) = 0 and
thushλ(E) = 0 follows easily.
By rescaling (i.e. composingf with a similarity) it is enough to establish the
existence ofc < 1 with (4.2) for the unit cubeQ0 ⊂ Rd−1 andn = 1.
We distinguish two cases as to whetherq is small or close to one.
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If q < q0(d,K ) (to be determined later), letΓ be the family of those curves
in Rd+ joining E1∩Q0 to B(ed+1, 1/2), ed+1 denoting thed + 1−st unit vector. By
standard distortion estimates for quasiconformal maps (or by compactness) and
comparison to a spherical annulus we find
M (Γ ) ≤ KM (f (Γ )) ≤ c(d,K )(log 1
q
)1−d.
Applying a Möbius transformation ofRd+ to Bd (sendinged+1 to 0) we obtain
from Proposition 4.3




and thus (4.2) withλ ≡ c′(d,K )/ log(1/q). Thus the theorem is proven in the
caseλ < d − 1. This determinesq0.
Now let q0(d,K ) ≤ q < 1. We may assumed(f (en+1), ∂G) = 1. Standard
modulus arguments (for example [HK,Lemma 6.6]) or compactness show that
min{d(f (x, t), ∂G) : x ∈ 1
4
Q0} < φ(K , d, t) → 0
as t → 0. For eacht > 0, pick (x0, t) realizing the minimum and letγ be the
preimage of a line segment joiningf (x0, t) to a closest boundary point. Then
diam(f (γ)) < φ(K , d, t), and hence the modulus of the curve family joining
f (γ) to f (B(en+1, 1/2)) does not exceedψ(K , d, t) → 0 as t → 0. Using the
quasiconformality off we conclude that the diameter ofγ goes to zero ast
tends to zero. Hence the endpointy0 of γ is contained in12Q0 whenevert is
sufficiently small (depending only onK andd).
It is standard to show thatγ lies in a cone (of opening depending ond
and K only) around the ray{(y0, t) : t > 0}. Let (x1, t1) ∈ γ be so that
d(f (x1, t1), ∂G) = εd(f (x0, t0), ∂G), whereε < 1 is fixed later. Distortion es-
timates (or compactness) showt1 ≥ c(ε, k0) = c(ε, d,K ) > 0. For y ∈ E1 we
have




d(f (x0, t0), ∂G)− (1− ε)d(f (x0, t0), ∂G)
and obtain
d(f (x1, t1), ∂G) < q
′|f (x1, t1)− f (y, 0)|
with q′ = ε/(ε + (1− q)/q).
If Q is the dyadic cube of sidelengthl satisfying l ≤ t1 < 2l and x1 ∈ Q,
we conclude from (4.3) (or rather the proof of (4.3)) by rescaling
hλ(E1 ∩Q) ≤ c(d,K )(λ log 1q′ )
1−dl λ.
Choosingε = ε(q, d,K ) small enough we obtain
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h1
2
(E1 ∩Q) < 12l
1/2
andQ ⊂ Q0, the latter because of the nontangential approach ofγ. Consider the
decomposition ofQ0 into 2d−1l−(d−1) dyadic cubes of sidelengthl . As
hλ(E1 ∩Q) ≤ l λ− 12 h1
2
(E1 ∩Q) ≤ 12l
λ
for 1/2≤ λ ≤ d − 1, we get
hλ(E1 ∩Q0) ≤ (2d−1l−(d−1) − 1)l λ + 12l
λ.
This implies the existence ofλ = λ(q, d,K ) < d − 1 with hλ(E1 ∩ Q0) ≤ c2λ
for some universalc < 1. We have shown (4.2) and the proof of the theorem is
finished.
5. Quasihyperbolic metric
Let D be a proper subdomain ofRd. Then the quasihyperbolic distance of a pair





where the infimum is taken over all rectifiable curves joiningx, y in D . We
denote the quasihyperbolic distance ofx, y by kD (x, y). It is known (c.f. [GO])
that x, y can be joined by a quasihyperbolic geodesic.
Following Gehring and Martio [GM] we say thatD satisfies a quasihyperbolic
boundary condition if






for a fixedx0 ∈ D and for allx ∈ D . It then follows thatD is bounded and that
any point inD could act as the pointx0 (with possibly a different constantC).
The constantε is the crucial one whereasC plays a minor role.
If D is a simply connected plane domain, thenkD can be replaced by the
hyperbolic metric provided we replace1ε by
2
ε . Becker and Pommerenke [BP]
have shown that a simply connected domainD in the plane satisfies (5.1) with
kD replaced by the hyperbolic metric if and only ifD is the image of the disk
under a conformal mapping that is uniformly Hölder continuous with exponent
ε. For a quasiconformal analog of this see [GM].
Using ideas of Jones and Makarov [JM], Smith and Stegenga [SS2] estab-
lished that
dimM (∂D) ≤ d − Cεd+1
with a constantC depending only ond provided (5.1) holds. For simply con-
nected planar domainsD the stronger estimate dimM (∂D) ≤ d − Cε holds by
the work of Jones and Makarov [JM]. We prove a sharp extension of this result
as a consequence of Theorem 2.1.
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Theorem 5.1. Suppose that D⊂ Rd satisfies the quasihyperbolic boundary con-
dition (5.1). Then
dimM (∂D) ≤ d − Cεd−1
with a constant C depending only on d.
Proof. By Theorem 2.1 it suffices to show that∂D is meanε-porous. Also, we
may assume that 0< ε ≤ 1 as a simple computation verifies that (5.1) never
holds withε > 1, and we may assume thatd(x0, ∂D) ≥ 1. Fix x ∈ ∂D and pick
a positive integern. Select a pointy ∈ B(x, (1 + ε)−n − (1 + ε)−2n) ∩ D . Let γ
be a quasihyperbolic geodesic joiningy to x0. It follows from (5.1) that






for each pointw on the geodesic, wherel (w, y) is the length of the part of the
geodesic joiningy to w and the constantC1 depends only onε andC , see [SS1,
Theorem 3]. Selectw so thatl (w, y) = (1 +ε)−2n. Then
kD (w, x0) ≤ 2n
ε
log(1 +ε) + C1 ≤ 2n + C1.
Moreover,w ∈ B(x, (1+ε)−n), and by takingc = 1/10, we see that the subcurves
of γ in thoseAk(x), 1≤ k ≤ n, for whichχk(x) = 0, contribute to the line integral





kD (w, x0) ≥ 5(n − sn(x)),
and we conclude thatsn(x) ≥ n/2 whenevern is sufficiently large (depending
only on C1 andε). The claim follows from Theorem 2.1.
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